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MISSION 

METAL APOTHEKA S.A. is an industrial society, directed towards the metallic materials 

production for pharmacies, as well as different metallic elements characterized by their 

functionality and quality level being priority our engagement with Quality and the 

Environment and the social environment, as well as the occupational security and health.  

VISION 

METAL APOTHEKA bets for a strong growth of our activity being faithfully with our 

engagement of continuous quality improvement and environmental protection as the 

optimal way to increase the general effectiveness of the company, never forgetting our 

customers and other stakeholders´ needs and we bet also from the installation´s drawing 

to productive process by cleaner technologies and ensuring an efficient and responsible 

use for the natural resources and energy sources.  

PRINCIPLES 

The management area encourages METAL APOTHEKA´s values, on track of our strategic 

plan, the environment and quality goals, providing the resources needed to achieve 

them.  

• To obtain our stakeholders´ satisfaction. For that, all society activity is faced to the 

accomplishment of requirements, legal and regulatory, regarding the provided 

service and the environmental point of view. 

• Environmental protection, and prevent contamination, reduce and avoid as far 

as possible, the environmental impact of our activity and procure, whose must be 

disseminated throughout all our staff by an according formation, motivation and 

a increase of professional capability. 

• Promote the continuous improvement of efficiency of quality and environmental 

management system implanted and certified, as well as the well-defined 

objectives and goals. To do so, the society will provide with all the human, 

technical and economic resources needed, taking care actively to obtain the 

implication of all the company staff in this process, promoting the reuse, recycling 

and the resources management in a most environmental friendly way. 

• Cooperate with our stakeholders in order to promote care commitment with the 

environment. 

• Guarantee the diffusion of the Mission, Vision and Principles among all our staff 

and to maintain an appropriate communication with relevant external agents, 

suppliers, customers and our stakeholders. 

• To sensitize all our staff regarding the Environmental protection and the 

importance of his activity among the significant environmental aspects in the 

company. 
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